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Fixing your Xbox 360 DVD Drive made
easy with this step by step Xbox 360 DVD
Drive Repair Guide. It has over 35 pages of
step by step instructions that includes
detailed pictures which makes it very easy
to follow along. Each chapter is broken
down by Xbox 360 DVD Drives, Samsung,
Hitachi, Lite On, and Benq. You will be
able to repair your broken xbox 360 DVD
drive yourself and never have to pay a
professional repairman or Microsoft again.
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How do I replace an XBox 360 DVD drive if the original drive is Nov 17, 2010 - 7 min - Uploaded by
X2YeZCAMCNCIn this video I show how to clean and repair a DVD drive from an XBOX 360 gaming console. Xbox
360 Disk Drive repair how I fixed it - YouTube If your DVD tray wont open when empty, but seems to work fine with
a game in it, chances are good the belt is slipping or it is dirty inside (or both). This guide Tutorial How To Fix Your
Xbox 360 Disk Drive: Open Tray, Laser Jul 10, 2011 - 4 min - Uploaded by ModBotTutorial How To Fix Your Xbox
360 Disk Drive: Open Tray, Laser .. i can now play Xbox 360 DVD Drive Repair Guide: Never Pay A - Amazon
UK How to Fix Xbox 360 DVD drive w/reading problems. Part1 eBay 13 Replacement Guides. Bottom Panel
Faceplate Fan Hard Drive Hard Drive Bracket Heat Sink Left Case Motherboard Optical Drive RF Module. Xbox
360 DVD Drive Repair Guide: Never Pay A - In this instructable, I show how to repair an Xbox or computer disc
drive so you can In this guide, I will show you how to clean out and repair an Xbox 360 drive. How to Repair Xbox
360 DVD Drive eBay Learn what to do if the disc drive on your Xbox 360 cant read discs or wont open to fix the
problem through troubleshooting, well help you get your Xbox 360 How to Fix Xbox 360 DVD drive w/reading
problems. Part1 eBay NOTE: This is guide requires that you open your xbox and are only for those who have voided
their warranty by opening up their xboxs. If your xbox still has a Xbox 360 Troubleshooting - iFixit Find out how to
manually eject the disc tray on your Xbox 360 console. Position the console horizontally, as you would position a DVD
player. Watch a video to learn how to do this, or follow the step-by-step instructions below. If the disc drive is still
stuck closed, insert the paper clip into the adjacent hole (to the right) Xbox 360 E CD Drive Replacement - iFixit If the
Xbox 360 will still not read discs after cleaning the optical drive, then your Alternatively, use an external fan to help
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circulate air across the device. The full thread contains more information on diagnosing and repairing error codes.
Repairing Xbox 360 Stuck Optical Drive - iFixit How to fix an Xbox 360 S Stuck DVD Tray: A simple guide to fix a
jammed drive tray on the 360 S, please follow instructions on how to remove the drive from the How to Fix Xbox 360
Disc Drive Problems (with Pictures) - wikiHow May 20, 2008 - 8 min - Uploaded by Twitter:
http://www.Twitter.com/XboxSlave Facebook:http://www SOLVED: Replacement Disc Drive wont play games but
will play Mar 19, 2012 - 12 min - Uploaded by IseekoutthetruthXbox 360 Disk Drive repair how I fixed it.
Iseekoutthetruth I am glad it could help you out Xbox 360 Optical Drive Replacement - iFixit Buy Xbox 360 DVD
Drive Repair Guide: Never Pay A Repairman To Fix Xbox 360 DVD Drive Again!: Volume 1 by Justin A Gourley,
Vicki Hubiak, Shawn J SOLVED: Broken disc tray and will not slide back in - Xbox 360 S -This guide starts off on
how to fix the drive and assumes you know how to already open your xbox 360 and have already removed it from the
motherboard. XBOX 360 HowTo Repair: DVD Disc Drive: Open Tray Error - YouTube Use the tip of a spudger to
release the clip securing the eject button to the metal casing. Insert the flat end of a spudger between the eject button and
the optical drive. Pry the eject button off its retaining posts and remove it from the 360. This can also be accomplished
using an Xbox 360 opening tool. How to Fix your XBox 360s broken DVD disc drive Xbox 360 Xbox 360 E CD
Drive Replacement: Replace the CD drive of the Xbox 360 E. Following this guide involves opening the Xbox 360 E
and is somewhat more SOLVED: My xbox 360 would not read my disc! - Xbox 360 - iFixit wikiHow to Fix Xbox
360 Disc Drive Problems. Seven Parts:Solve a reading open tray problemSolve a game related problemSolve a DVD
related Xbox 360 Disc Drive Solution - Xbox Support The Xbox 360 is a beloved Microsoft gaming console, well
known to children, teens, and entire families. The unit facilitates countless hours of games and How to Disassemble an
Xbox 360 DVD Drive for Cleaning I had fixed this once before on another box, and decided to write a tutorial to help
let me first repeat that this fix will only work for an XBOX with a Liteon DVD drive - you Fixing the Open Tray Error
(for XBOX 360s With Liteon Drives Only). Xbox 360 Repair - iFixit I bought a used XBox 360 drive with a broken
DVD-drive. There must be a way to replace a broken DVD-drive, right (how do the XBox repair shops do it)? One
method is the JTAG hack (tutorial) you would only need to Manually eject your Xbox 360 console disc tray - Xbox
Support Repair requires intricate prying and special tools. Now the drive is in eject mode and the cogs are aligned to
take the tray. Step 4 POwer on xbox 360 and give another nudge to help the tray realign. Step 6 Im so glad I searched
for this instead of buying a replacement motherboard/optical drive. How to Fix a Stuck Xbox 360 (or PC) Disc Tray:
7 Steps Use the tip of a spudger to release the clip securing the eject button to the metal casing. Insert the flat end of a
spudger between the eject button and the optical drive. Pry the eject button off its retaining posts and remove it from the
360. This can also be accomplished using an Xbox 360 opening tool. Fixing the Open Tray Error (for XBOX 360s
With Liteon Drives Only Xbox 360 S Optical Drive Replacement: Optical drive replacement. Main guide photo.
Difficulty If you try to replace the optical drive but not the motherboard, game disks may not read, and you may have
issues with online play. .. This is the terminal point if you ever want to send your Xbox back to Microsoft for repair.
How To Fix A Broken Xbox 360 dvd disc Drive - YouTube Xbox 360 DVD Drive Repair Guide: Never Pay A
Repairman To Fix Xbox 360 DVD Drive Again! [Justin A Gourley, Vicki Hubiak, Shawn J Gourley] on Xbox 360 S
Repair - iFixit Xbox 360 DVD drives are Married to the motherboard of the console You need to either repair the
original drive, or swap its controller board with a . can you email me on Markymark124@ for your help please.
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